Bethel High School Media, Arts, and Design Academy and the Virginia Air and Space Center Collaborate with NASA eClips Team

On Monday, April 23, 2018, the National Institute of Aerospace’s Center for Integrative STEM Education hosted nine educators and administrators from Bethel High School’s Media, Arts, and Design (MAD) Academy from Hampton, VA as well as an educator from the Virginia Air and Space Center. Bethel’s MAD Academy and the Virginia Air and Space Center are collaborating with NIA-CISE’s NASA eClips Team to produce Spotlite videos in their summer camps for students.

The visitors were treated to a history of NIA by Becky Jaramillo (Senior Education Specialist), a tour of the facilities by Cathy Hopkins (Director of Human Resources) and a Spotlite Design Challenge Training by Joan Harper-Neely (STEM Education Specialist) and Betsy McAllister (Hampton City School Educator in Residence). Harper-Neely, McAllister, and the MAD Academy teachers presented the collaborative project to Hampton City School Administrators and Ford Next Generation Learning representatives on Tuesday, April 24.
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